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1. Summary
This document summarizes the activities carried out to attain the first
year objectives. The main two objectives of this period were to
understand (i) How dynamic compilation and vectorization can be used
to improve intra query parallelism, and (ii) How machine learning can be
used to improve query scheduling. It also highlights the challenges we
are facing.
We started our research work by identifying and selecting the top 7 time
consuming TPC-H queries that will be used in our vectorization
experiments. Analysing them we identified the most important (time
consuming) operations: sorting and hashing. We studied the feasibility of
JIT vectorizing these operations and explain the limitations imposed by
the project PostgreSQL, the project Database Management Software
(DBMS). Vectorization primarily targets vector extensions found on CPUs
as per work description.
For the machine learning scheduling aspect we set out developing a
hardware/software agnostic, intelligent, low overhead query scheduler
that can scale from small to large systems. We are developing a novel
query execution time predictor. Query execution time prediction is the
basis for query scheduling. It is also crucial for many database
management tasks such as Quality of Service (QoS) in the emerging
cloud database platforms, effective resource allocation for time-sensitive
processing tasks, and user experience management for interactive
DBMS.

2. Report Overview
The report structure largely follows the activity description. The rest of
the document is divided into seven sections:
● Section 3 describes the rationale for selecting queries/operations to

accelerate using JIT vectorization.
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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● Section 4 describes the generation of training datasets for our
●

●
●

●

●

machine learning experiments.
Section 5 discusses the vectorization of the operators selected in
section 3. It also discusses our novel approach to query execution
time prediction which is the basis for intelligent query scheduling.
Section 6 discusses our novel approach to query execution time
prediction which is the basis for intelligent query scheduling.
Section 7 is on our attempts at integrating vectorization into
PostgreSQL, the project database management software, and the
lessons learnt as well as our recommendations to the PostgreSQL
community.
Section 8 is on the phenomena we observed while performing the
work reported in this document and our attempts at exploiting
them to improve performance.
Section 9 closes this document with some concluding remarks.

3. Selection of Query and by Hand First Exercise
TPC-H is the de facto benchmark for analytic query processing. TPC-H
consists of 22 different queries and it is described as follows by the
Transaction Processing Council (TPC) -- the developers of the benchmark.
“It consists of a suite of business oriented ad-hoc queries and
concurrent data modifications. The queries and the data populating
the database have been chosen to have broad industry-wide
relevance. This benchmark illustrates decision support systems
that examine large volumes of data, execute queries with a high
degree of complexity, and give answers to critical business
questions.”
We started off by conducting experiments to identify the most time
consuming queries with the aim of accelerating them via vectorization in
M6-M12. In our experiments, we ran 10GB TPC-H benchmark
on
PostgreSQL and collected execution of times of each query. We used
pgtune to generate database configuration. The queries were run in the
manner prescribed by the Transaction Processing Council.
The
description of our hardware platform is in Table 1. We run 10 different
variations of the TPC-H query set. Each query set is generated with the
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official TPC-H query generation tool. Figure 1 shows the summary of the
execution time over the various queries.
CPU

Intel Xeon E31245 @ 3.30GHz

L1 i-cache

32 kB

L1 d-cache

32 kB

L2 cache

256 kB

L3 cache

8 MB

NUMA domains

1

Main memory

16,341 MB

Disk drive type

3.5” SATA Drive

Microarchitecture

SandyBridge

Table 1: Machine Configuration Parameters
Query Class

Duration (s) Query Class Duration (s) Query Class

Duration (s)

Q1

257

Q9

274

Q17

2

Q2

7

Q10

33

Q18

85

Q3

70

Q11

3

Q19

16

Q4

5

Q12

17

Q20

117

Q5

89

Q13

24

Q21

373

Q6

9

Q14

6

Q22

2

Q7

24

Q15

19

Q16

34

Q8
17
Figure 1 Query Duration

We selected the top 7 time-consuming queries (Q21, Q9, Q1, Q20, Q5,
Q18, Q3) and further analysed them by extracting their query plan in
PostgreSQL (see figures 2 - 8). From these plans we observed that the
queries are mostly composed of joins on multiple tables followed by
sorting and grouping.
Sort (cost=4326519.10..4326519.12 rows=6 width=25)
Sort Key: l_returnflag, l_linestatus
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HashAggregate (cost=4326518.92..4326519.03 rows=6 width=25)
-> Seq Scan on lineitem (cost=0.00..1964805.40 rows=59042838 width=25)
Filter: (l_shipdate <= '1998-08-27 00:00:00'::timestamp without time zone)

Figure 2: Q1 Query Plan
Limit (cost=2922055.73..2922055.76 rows=10 width=28)
-> Sort (cost=2922055.73..2929957.65 rows=3160767 width=28)
Sort Key: (sum((lineitem.l_extendedprice * (1::numeric - lineitem.l_discount)))), orders.o_orderdate
-> HashAggregate (cost=2822145.02..2853752.69 rows=3160767 width=28)
-> Hash Join (cost=658471.45..2774733.52 rows=3160767 width=28)
Hash Cond: (lineitem.l_orderkey = orders.o_orderkey)
-> Seq Scan on lineitem (cost=0.00..1964805.40 rows=31959733 width=20)
Filter: (l_shipdate > '1995-03-30'::date)
-> Hash (cost=639928.12..639928.12 rows=1483466 width=12)
-> Hash Join (cost=59571.06..639928.12 rows=1483466 width=12)
Hash Cond: (orders.o_custkey = customer.c_custkey)
-> Seq Scan on orders (cost=0.00..463720.69 rows=7403761 width=20)
Filter: (o_orderdate < '1995-03-30'::date)
-> Hash (cost=55814.32..55814.32 rows=300539 width=4)
-> Seq Scan on customer (cost=0.00..55814.32 rows=300539 width=4)
Filter: (c_mktsegment = 'AUTOMOBILE'::bpchar)

Figure 3: Q3 Query Plan
Sort (cost=2593650.04..2593650.10 rows=25 width=38)
Sort Key: (sum((lineitem.l_extendedprice * (1::numeric - lineitem.l_discount))))
-> HashAggregate (cost=2593649.21..2593649.46 rows=25 width=38)
-> Hash Join (cost=422702.51..2592919.54 rows=72967 width=38)
Hash Cond: ((lineitem.l_suppkey = supplier.s_suppkey) AND (customer.c_nationkey =
supplier.s_nationkey))
-> Hash Join (cost=417904.51..2550913.95 rows=1823896 width=58)
Hash Cond: (lineitem.l_orderkey = orders.o_orderkey)
-> Seq Scan on lineitem (cost=0.00..1814840.32 rows=59986032 width=28)
-> Hash (cost=412203.55..412203.55 rows=456077 width=42)
-> Hash Join (cost=88663.56..412203.55 rows=456077 width=42)
Hash Cond: (orders.o_custkey = customer.c_custkey)
-> Bitmap Heap Scan on orders (cost=48406.65..358834.42 rows=2280385 width=12)
Recheck Cond: ((o_orderdate >= '1994-01-01'::date) AND (o_orderdate <
'1995-01-01 00:00:00'::timestamp without t
ime zone))
-> Bitmap Index Scan on idx_orders_orderdate (cost=0.00..47836.55
rows=2280385 width=0)
Index Cond: ((o_orderdate >= '1994-01-01'::date) AND (o_orderdate <
'1995-01-01 00:00:00'::timestamp witho
ut time zone))
-> Hash (cost=36507.05..36507.05 rows=299989 width=42)
-> Nested Loop (cost=906.56..36507.05 rows=299989 width=42)
-> Nested Loop (cost=0.00..14.07 rows=5 width=30)
Join Filter: (nation.n_regionkey = region.r_regionkey)
-> Index Scan using nation_pkey on nation (cost=0.00..12.63
rows=25 width=38)
-> Materialize (cost=0.00..1.07 rows=1 width=4)
-> Seq Scan on region (cost=0.00..1.06 rows=1 width=4)
Filter: (r_name = 'AFRICA'::bpchar)
-> Bitmap Heap Scan on customer (cost=906.56..6698.62 rows=59998
width=12)
Recheck Cond: (c_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
->
Bitmap Index Scan on idx_customer_nationkey
(cost=0.00..891.56 rows=59998 width=0)
Index Cond: (c_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
-> Hash (cost=3298.00..3298.00 rows=100000 width=12)
-> Seq Scan on supplier (cost=0.00..3298.00 rows=100000 width=12)

Figure 4: Q5 Query Plan
GroupAggregate (cost=3472712.35..3472716.76 rows=126 width=53)
-> Sort (cost=3472712.35..3472712.66 rows=126 width=53)
Sort Key: nation.n_name, (date_part('year'::text, (orders.o_orderdate)::timestamp without time zone))
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->

Hash Join (cost=2838387.90..3472707.95 rows=126 width=53)
Hash Cond: (supplier.s_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
-> Nested Loop (cost=2838386.34..3472704.02 rows=126 width=35)
-> Nested Loop (cost=2838386.34..3470593.08 rows=126 width=39)
-> Merge Join (cost=2838386.34..3470543.47 rows=127 width=47)
Merge Cond: (partsupp.ps_partkey = lineitem.l_partkey)
Join Filter: (lineitem.l_suppkey = partsupp.ps_suppkey)
-> Index Scan using idx_partsupp_partkey on partsupp (cost=0.00..391000.82
rows=8000053 width=22)
-> Sort (cost=2838384.67..2845958.64 rows=3029585 width=45)
Sort Key: part.p_partkey
-> Hash Join (cost=67242.92..2512239.42 rows=3029585 width=45)
Hash Cond: (lineitem.l_partkey = part.p_partkey)
->
Seq Scan on lineitem
(cost=0.00..1814840.32 rows=59986032
width=41)
-> Hash (cost=65980.34..65980.34 rows=101007 width=4)
->
Seq Scan on part
(cost=0.00..65980.34 rows=101007
width=4)
Filter: ((p_name)::text ~~ '%honeydew%'::text)
-> Index Scan using supplier_pkey on supplier (cost=0.00..0.38 rows=1 width=12)
Index Cond: (s_suppkey = lineitem.l_suppkey)
-> Index Scan using orders_pkey on orders (cost=0.00..16.74 rows=1 width=8)
Index Cond: (o_orderkey = lineitem.l_orderkey)
-> Hash (cost=1.25..1.25 rows=25 width=30)
-> Seq Scan on nation (cost=0.00..1.25 rows=25 width=30)

Figure 5 : Q9 Query Plan
Limit (cost=10459952.89..10459955.64 rows=100 width=44)
-> GroupAggregate (cost=10459952.89..11284760.83 rows=29993016 width=44)
-> Sort (cost=10459952.89..10534935.43 rows=29993016 width=44)
Sort Key: orders.o_totalprice, orders.o_orderdate, customer.c_name, customer.c_custkey,
orders.o_orderkey
-> Hash Join (cost=3022849.89..5812463.25 rows=29993016 width=44)
Hash Cond: (lineitem.l_orderkey = orders.o_orderkey)
-> Seq Scan on lineitem (cost=0.00..1814840.32 rows=59986032 width=13)
-> Hash (cost=2929100.54..2929100.54 rows=7499948 width=47)
-> Hash Join (cost=2199037.81..2929100.54 rows=7499948 width=47)
Hash Cond: (orders.o_custkey = customer.c_custkey)
-> Hash Join (cost=2128224.02..2708287.79 rows=7499948 width=32)
Hash Cond: (orders.o_orderkey = lineitem_1.l_orderkey)
-> Seq Scan on orders (cost=0.00..426220.95 rows=14999895 width=24)
-> Hash (cost=2123419.19..2123419.19 rows=384387 width=8)
-> HashAggregate (cost=2114770.48..2119575.32 rows=384387
width=13)
Filter: (sum(lineitem_1.l_quantity) > 315::numeric)
-> Seq Scan on lineitem lineitem_1 (cost=0.00..1814840.32
rows=59986032 width=13)
-> Hash (cost=52064.46..52064.46 rows=1499946 width=23)
-> Seq Scan on customer (cost=0.00..52064.46 rows=1499946 width=23)

Figure 6: Q18 Query Plan
Sort (cost=28419906.09..28419916.06 rows=3990 width=51)
Sort Key: supplier.s_name
-> Nested Loop Semi Join (cost=0.00..28419667.44 rows=3990 width=51)
-> Nested Loop (cost=0.00..6406.68 rows=4000 width=55)
Join Filter: (supplier.s_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
-> Index Scan using supplier_pkey on supplier (cost=0.00..4905.36 rows=100000 width=63)
-> Materialize (cost=0.00..1.32 rows=1 width=4)
-> Seq Scan on nation (cost=0.00..1.31 rows=1 width=4)
Filter: (n_name = 'MOZAMBIQUE'::bpchar)
-> Nested Loop Semi Join (cost=0.00..8142.08 rows=1 width=8)
-> Index Scan using idx_partsupp_suppkey on partsupp (cost=0.00..8073.57 rows=27 width=16)
Index Cond: (ps_suppkey = supplier.s_suppkey)
Filter: ((ps_availqty)::numeric > (SubPlan 1))

D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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Aggregate (cost=100.67..100.68 rows=1 width=5)
Index Scan using idx_lineitem_part_supp on lineitem

(cost=0.00..100.66 rows=1

width=5)
Index

Cond:

((l_partkey

=

partsupp.ps_partkey)

AND

(l_suppkey

=

partsupp.ps_suppkey))
Filter: ((l_shipdate >= '1997-01-01'::date) AND (l_shipdate
00:00:00'::timestamp without time zone))
-> Index Scan using part_pkey on part (cost=0.00..2.54 rows=1 width=4)
Index Cond: (p_partkey = partsupp.ps_partkey)
Filter: ((p_name)::text ~~ 'indian%'::text)

<

'1998-01-01

Figure 7 : Q20 Query Plan
Limit (cost=5217769.40..5217769.40 rows=1 width=26)
-> Sort (cost=5217769.40..5217769.40 rows=1 width=26)
Sort Key: (count(*)), supplier.s_name
-> HashAggregate (cost=5217769.38..5217769.39 rows=1 width=26)
-> Nested Loop Anti Join (cost=2860152.37..5217769.37 rows=1 width=26)
-> Nested Loop (cost=2860152.37..5217617.75 rows=1 width=42)
Join Filter: (l1.l_orderkey = orders.o_orderkey)
-> Hash Semi Join (cost=2860152.37..5217598.82 rows=1 width=50)
Hash Cond: (l1.l_orderkey = l2.l_orderkey)
Join Filter: (l2.l_suppkey <> l1.l_suppkey)
-> Hash Join (cost=2585.65..2050371.73 rows=799814 width=42)
Hash Cond: (l1.l_suppkey = supplier.s_suppkey)
->
Seq Scan on lineitem l1
(cost=0.00..1964805.40 rows=19995344
width=16)
Filter: (l_receiptdate > l_commitdate)
-> Hash (cost=2535.65..2535.65 rows=4000 width=30)
-> Nested Loop (cost=79.36..2535.65 rows=4000 width=30)
-> Seq Scan on nation (cost=0.00..1.31 rows=1 width=4)
Filter: (n_name = 'UNITED KINGDOM'::bpchar)
->
Bitmap Heap Scan on supplier
(cost=79.36..2494.34
rows=4000 width=38)
Recheck Cond: (s_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
->
Bitmap Index Scan on idx_supplier_nation_key
(cost=0.00..78.36 rows=4000 width=0)
Index Cond: (s_nationkey = nation.n_nationkey)
-> Hash (cost=1814840.32..1814840.32 rows=59986032 width=16)
->
Seq Scan on lineitem l2
(cost=0.00..1814840.32 rows=59986032
width=16)
-> Index Scan using orders_pkey on orders (cost=0.00..18.92 rows=1 width=4)
Index Cond: (o_orderkey = l2.l_orderkey)
Filter: (o_orderstatus = 'F'::bpchar)
-> Index Scan using idx_lineitem_orderkey on lineitem l3 (cost=0.00..75.55 rows=52 width=16)
Index Cond: (l_orderkey = l1.l_orderkey)
Filter: ((l_receiptdate > l_commitdate) AND (l_suppkey <> l1.l_suppkey))

Figure 8: Q21 Query Plan
Extracting and analyzing high level query plans provides the operators
used in queries however it doesn’t actually show how each operator is
composed from low level functions. For instance, the aggregate operator
often uses sorting which is not evident from the high level query plan.
Therefore, we further investigated the queries by means of fine grain
profiling and analysis (using different profiling tools: VTune Amplifier,
linux pref, oprofile and valgrind) 1. A VTune Amplifier profile of PostgreSQL
The nature of PostgreSQL (see section 8) means that automatic solutions to fine grain profiling does not
exist. The results presented here required hours of manual analysis to extract and validate the profiles.
1
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running TPC-H 100GB is attached as Appendix 1. This profile shows a clear
image of the relationships between the operators and low level functions
in PostgreSQL. The use of profiling allowed us to identify that a lot of
other non-sorting operators internally employ sorting to implement their
functionality.
Apart from featuring often in the query plans of the dominant queries,
sorting is also used heavily when creating databases indexing. Building
indexes on large databases has been reported to cost in the range of 2-5
Euros per sort [31]. Hence, from an economic point of view, the
operational costs alone justify accelerating sorting.
All the analyses (high-level plan, cost and profiling) motivate the
selection of sorting as a reasonable candidate for accelerating queries
through vectorization in M6-M12. Another important family of operator,
as can be seen from the query plans, is Hash/HashJoins. Figure 9
summarizes the dominant operators when TPC-H is run with different
scale factors (size of database) and DBMS.
DBMS

TPC-H Size (GB)

OPERATORS

PostgreSQL

1

Hash/Join, Sort

PostgreSQL

10

Hash/Join, Sort

PostgreSQL

30

Hash/Join, Sort

PostgreSQL

100

Hash/Join, Sort

MonetDB

1

Hash/Join

MonetDB

10

Hash/Join

Figure 9. Summary of benchmarking TPC-H on various DBMS. 2
MonetDB in the table is a DBMS that employs column store as opposed to

PostgreSQL row store. The need to profile MonetDB becomes clear in
section 8. A fine grain profile of MonetDB running TPC-H 10 GB is shown
in Appendix 2.
2

The operators in some cases are a family of related operators rather than a single operator.
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This section is the basis for the vectorization experiments carried out in
M6-M12 and summarized in Section 6. The next section describes the
other activity scheduled for M1-M6.

4. Generating training datasets
The rest of the activity for M1-M6 involves collecting training datasets
that will be used in the context of machine learning enhanced scheduling
(M6-M12). The idea here is to predict the execution time of concurrently
running queries, irrespective of the computer platform and DBMS, with
machine learning and use the predictions to schedule multiple concurrent
queries in an efficient manner. In other words, we would like to predict
when each query will finish its execution given a collection of queries Q1,
Q2, Q3, ..., Qi that are being served concurrently on the same platform
and at different execution stages. The predictions will then used to
schedule queries to minimize total overall execution time. Note that
techniques we are developing can be applied to predict other useful
DBMS indicators such as the amount of memory required to execute
queries.
Modelling accurately all the complex interactions that arise from
concurrent execution of multiple queries, although widely recognised as
a very challenging task, is also of great interest because it is critical for a
number of important tasks in the database community, beyond query
scheduling[22], such as including admission control, progress monitoring
and system sizing[26][27][28].
The innovation we propose is to use hardware performance counters for
query prediction. Hardware performance counters or, simply,
performance counters are special-purpose registers in CPUs that store
counts of hardware events such as cache misses. Previous work that
instrumented the DBMS had an order of magnitude higher overhead than
reading performance counters. In addition, instrumentation increases the
risk of unauthorized, malicious intrusion into the DBMS via the query
scheduler.
Features, inputs to the prediction model, need to be collected while the
DBMS runs queries. The first step was to develop tools for collecting
information from performance counters while the DBMS runs a query. We
developed two systems based on Intel Performance Counter Monitor
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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(IPCM) and Linux Trace Toolkit-next generation(LTTng). The former is able
to collect the performance metrics from these counters seamlessly but is
restricted to a single machine. The later is designed for collecting
performance counters remotely on multiple/distributed systems.
The LTTng tools was the most challenging as it involved adding
Tracepoint and Tracepoint Probes correctly to PostgreSQL and ensuring
that those points and probes are correctly loaded by the lttng daemon.
Tracepoint and Probes are used to trigger and manage the collection of
performance counter information (and other profile information). The
high-level architecture of LTTng is shown in Figure 10. We had also to
developed a reader/analyzer that can read information collected by
LTTng which is stored as a CTF (Common Trace Format) binary.

D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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Figure 10 Architecture of LTTng (Courtesy LTTng Project)
We used primarily the IPCM-based tool to collect features for our training
dataset. Table 3 shows the features we collected. The features were
collected with TPC-H-10GB on PostgreSQL and involved running each
variant of a query multiple times and taking the average. We ran 12
variants of each TPC-H benchmark - generated with TPC-H's query
generation tool. Figure 11 is an example of a processed output from the
tool. From all these runs we generated the training datasets that will be
used to enhance query scheduling with machine learning (M6-M12)
(described in Section 6).
Feature

Feature

Instructions per clock

Instructions retired per interval

Energy Consumed

Average core frequency

Average active core frequency

L3 misses

L2 misses

L3 hit ratio

L2 hit ratio

L3 miss lost cycles

L2 miss lost cycles

Instructions retired

Active cycles

Physical core IPC

Instructions per nominal CPU cycle

∆Thermal Headroom

Table 3. Performance Counters used to feed machine learning.
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Figure 11. A typical TPC-H run after processing.

5 Vectorization
This section presents the vectorization work carried out in M6-M12. It
starts off with a small tutorial on SIMD to enable the reader understand
the challenges of utilizing effectively the CPU extensions found on
modern CPUs.
5.1 Introduction to SIMD
"If you were plowing a field, which would you rather use: Two
strong oxen or 1024 chickens?"
Seymour Roger Cray, the father of supercomputing (making a case
for vector processors )
SIMD describes processor extensions that enables the simultaneous
execution of an operation on multiple data operands in a single
instruction. They were, initially, developed for accelerating multimedia
applications (e.g. Intel MMX) but become more general purpose when it
became apparent that SIMD was a cheap way of exploiting parallelism.
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In addition to performing operations in parallel, SIMD also boosts
performance by eliminating conditional branching and thus reducing
branch mis-predictions.
5.2 Effective SIMD
SIMD, unfortunately, is only effective if algorithms are written in a certain
way.
The main requirement is that data to be processed needs to be “packed”
(laid out contiguously in memory) as SIMD lacks sophisticated memory
addressing modes such as strided accesses and gather-scatter
(AVX/AVX2 has gather but no scatter). The lack of sophisticated memory
addressing modes can be overcome by using scalar instructions. This
involves moving data between the scalar and SIMD registers which incurs
additional overheads. As such, not all algorithms can benefit from SIMD.
There are many sorting algorithms that have been shown to be more
amenable to (auto-)vectorization. However, bitonic networks [11] have
the greatest potential as they perform multiple parallel comparisons that
are known a priori allowing efficient mapping to SIMD. Consequently,
they tend to scale with SIMD width. Further, they tend to be competitive
as they lose very little CPU cycles due to branch overhead and
mis-predictions. In addition, their time complexity is log2 n compared
with quicksort's n log n [30].
5.3 Bitonic Merge Sort
We implemented a bitonic merge-sort that is a variation of the one
presented in [12]. The main challenge here is how to effectively map
bitonic networks to SIMD taking into account the peculiarities of each
CPU architecture while ensuring that the implementation is portable (in
terms of performance and binary executable). For instance, most
frequently used instructions have different execution latencies which
often leads to bubbles in the execution pipeline. This often changes from
one CPU to another and across CPU generations.
Another example of the peculiarities of modern CPU architectures is that
CPUs with multiple functional units (superscalar) often have non-uniform
forwarding latencies between the various units. This needs to taken into
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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account during implementation. Again, this often changes from one CPU
to another and from generation of CPU to another.
Finally, some CPUs have in-order execution as opposed to the now
common out-of-order execution meaning that implementation needs to
be done carefully to ensure adequate performance on every type of
microarchitecture.
It is now clear that the implementation decisions are too complex for a
vectorizing compiler hence our implementation needs to be vectorized
explicitly. Further, other studies [25] (and our own experience) have
shown that state-of-the-art compilers still fail to vectorize many patterns.
We choose compiler intrinsics over implementing in assembly as they
can be jitted (JIT complied) by an standard JIT compiler thus ensuring
portability of the binary. To enhance performance portability we targeted
our implementation at an in-order CPU and since bitonic networks have a
lot of instruction level parallelism we will get about the same level of
performance with a multi-issue out-of-order CPU.
Our algorithm works as follows:
1.
2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3.

Divide the N input keys into M chunks. M should fit
on the L2 cache.
For each of the M chunks:
Sort using SIMD in-register bitonic sorter to
obtain K sorted sequences.
Simultaneously merge K sequences using a K by K
network to obtain 2K sorted sequences.
Simultaneously merge 2K sequences using a 2K by
2K network to obtain 4K sorted sequences.
Simultaneously merge 4K sequences using a 4K by
4K network to obtain 8K sorted sequences.
For iterations (log 8K) to (log M-1) merge
using a
K by K bitonic network to obtain a
final sorted sequence of length M.
For iterations (log M) to (log N -1) merge using a
K by K bitonic merging network to a final sorted
sequence of length M.

Our in-core register sort is similar to the one proposed in [13] and
involves loading K*K keys into K SIMD registers which are then sorted
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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using bitonic sorter as shown in Figure 12. The bitonic network
comparators are implemented using min/max operations and have the
effect of producing sequences that are sorted in the horizontal direction.
Transposition is applied to obtain sorted sequences in each register.

Figure 12: 4-wide SIMD in-register sort
Merging two sorted lists is similar to merging in the traditional
merge-sort apart from the use of bitonic SIMD merging network. A
bitonic merging network implemented in SIMD is depicted below. The
comparators, the small boxes in Figure 13 below, are implemented with
min/max instructions while the connections from one level to another are
achieved using shuffle instructions.
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Figure 13: Bitonic merge network for merging sequences of length 32
We have implementations for 128-bit SSE and 512-bit AVX-XeonPhi. To
the best of our knowledge our merge sort is the first that targets the
XeonPhi coprocessor and is a likely candidate for publication. XeonPhi
presently has the widest SIMD width of any existing processor or
coprocessor.
5.5 Evaluating our implementation
Implementations are currently single-threaded as the focus is on
vectorization. Performance compared to PostgreSQL's quicksort is shown
in Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Sorting performance of mergesort vs quicksort
In Figure 14, pqsort (running on Xeon E3 SandyBridge) refers to the
quicksort implementation standard in PostgreSQL while msort_sse and
msort_avx512 refer, respectively, to our algorithm implemented for the
128-bit SIMD (running on Intel Xeon E3 Sandy Bridge) and for the 512-bit
SIMD (running on Intel XeonPhi coprocessor). The code was compiled
with Intel icpc 14.0 with size referring to the number of 32-bit integer
key-value pairs we are sorting. For instance, at size 10 we are sorting
1024 32-bit integer keys with 1024 32-bit integer values. The inputs are
uniformly distributed numbers and the sizes are in the range of typical
TPC-H sorts (determined experimentally, please see Section 8). Note that
changing the distribution of the input sequences (or how well sorted the
input sequences are) would make no difference as bitonic networks
perform the same number of operations irrespective of the nature of
inputs.
Sorting algorithms are I/O bound hence the decrease in speedup
exhibited by msort_sse as size increases. The XeonPhi implementation
has a lower performance, despite having a wider SIMD width. The reason
for this is that it has simpler in-order execution cores compared to the
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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much more powerful Intel Xeon E3 Sandy Bridge cores. However, the
XeonPhi has a larger number of these wimpy cores and is therefore more
suitable for a parallel implementation of our algorithm (part of M13 -M24
work). We are looking into designing and implementing multiway
merging to ameliorate the effect of I/O on our algorithm.
5.6 Verifying Performance Portability
We verified that our implementation has “portable” performance on
different CPUs by analysing it with Intel Architecture Code Analyzer for various
CPU architectures. Intel Architecture Code Analyzer is a simulator that
statically analyzes the data dependency, throughput and latency of code
snippets on Intel microarchitectures. The snippet of the output from
analyzing one of our many kernels is shown below.
Intel(R) Architecture Code Analyzer Version - 2.1
Analyzed File - /home/geoffrey/Scratch/fpgasort/MergeSort/src/bin/fpgasort_icc
Binary Format - 64Bit
Architecture - SNB
Analysis Type - Throughput
Throughput Analysis Report
-------------------------Block Throughput: 73.00 Cycles

Throughput Bottleneck: Port1, Port5

Port Binding In Cycles Per Iteration:
------------------------------------------------------------------------| Port | 0
- DV | 1
| 2
- D
| 3
- D
| 4
| 5
|
------------------------------------------------------------------------| Cycles | 0.0
0.0 | 73.0 | 45.0
26.5 | 45.0
26.5 | 37.0 | 73.0 |
------------------------------------------------------------------------N
D
F
*
^
#
@
!

-

port number or number of cycles resource conflict caused delay, DV - Divider pipe (on port 0)
Data fetch pipe (on ports 2 and 3), CP - on a critical path
Macro Fusion with the previous instruction occurred
instruction micro-ops not bound to a port
Micro Fusion happened
ESP Tracking sync uop was issued
SSE instruction followed an AVX256 instruction, dozens of cycles penalty is expected
instruction not supported, was not accounted in Analysis

| Num Of |
Ports pressure in cycles
|
|
| Uops | 0 - DV | 1 | 2 - D | 3 - D | 4 | 5 |
|
--------------------------------------------------------------------|
2
|
| 1.0 | 0.5
0.5 | 0.5
0.5 |
|
| CP |
|
2^
|
|
| 0.5
| 0.5
| 1.0 |
|
|
|
1
|
|
| 0.5
0.5 | 0.5
0.5 |
|
|
|
|
2
|
|
| 0.5
0.5 | 0.5
0.5 |
| 1.0 | CP |
|
2^
|
|
| 1.0
|
| 1.0 |
|
|
|
1
|
|
| 0.5
0.5 | 0.5
0.5 |
|
|
|
|
2
|
| 1.0 | 0.5
0.5 | 0.5
0.5 |
|
| CP |

vpshufd xmm11, xmmword ptr [r13], 0x1b
vmovdqu xmmword ptr [r13], xmm11
mov rsi, qword ptr [rbp+0x28]
vpshufd xmm6, xmmword ptr [r12], 0x1b
vmovdqu xmmword ptr [r12], xmm6
mov r8, qword ptr [rbp+0x48]
vpshufd xmm4, xmmword ptr [rsi], 0x1b

Figure 15. Snippets from the Intel Architecture Code Analyzer
We also compiled the same code, with same compiler as in the previous
experiment, on a different platform/family of processor (Intel Core
i5-3230M IvyBridge). The configuration of the platform is shown as Table
4. Figure 16 shows the performance from PostgreSQL qsort and our vector
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implementation in the SSE (but not the XeonPhi). The figure clearly
shows that changing the platform or architecture will not affect
significantly the performance gains. In other words, we can safely state
that our implementation features performance portability.

CPU

Intel Core i5-3210M @2.5 GHz

L1 i-cache

32 kB

L1 d-cache

32 kB

L2 cache

256 kB

L3 cache

3 MB

NUMA domains

1

Main memory

16,341 MB

Disk drive type

2.5” SATA Drive

Microarchitecture

IvyBridge

Table 4. Platform 2 configuration
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Figure 16 Performance on a platform 2.

5.7 Verifying Binary Portability
We verified that our implementation can be jitted on “any” platform by
designing and implementing a custom JIT compiler, generating the
bytecode for JIT and then compiling down to machine code on a different
platform. Our custom LLVM-based JIT compiler infrastructure is described
next.
5.7.1 Architecture of JIT
Our JIT compiler leverages LLVM, an industry standard framework for
building compilers. The high level architecture of custom JIT is shown in
Figure 17. The input to the JIT is LLVM bytecode (more formally LLVM IR)
which is a portable “universal” intermediate representation that enables
write once, run anywhere programs just as one gets with Java. We
produce the LLVM IR using the Clang compiler. The IR can also be
produced by a GCC compiler using LLVM DragonEgg plugin.

We apply late code optimizations to specialize the code to target
platform irrespective of the platform it was designed on. Note that this
D3.1 Scalability Engineering: Using existing vector operations and JIT
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currently does not lead to an order of magnitude speedup as we are still
using the same SIMD width. However, in the coming months we hope to
exploit dynamic compilation to “automatically scale-up” algorithms to
use wider SIMD width. This can be extended further to compile to a
platform with a different ISA.
Figure 18 - 20 shows the same

snippet of code as C++, LLVM IR and
machine code after jitting (shown as assembly).

Figure 17 Custom JIT Architecture
#ifndef DEBUG
inline
#endif
void aasort_vector_cmpswap_skew(__m128i &a, __m128i &b)
{
print_vec128i(a);
__m128i x = _mm_slli_si128(a, 4);
print_vec128i(x);
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__m128i y = _mm_min_epu32(b, x);
print_vec128i(y);
b = _mm_max_epu32(b, x);
print_vec128i(b);
a = _mm_srli_si128(a, 12);
print_vec128i(a);
a = _mm_alignr_epi8(a, y, 4);
print_vec128i(a);

}

std::cout << "results" << "\n";
print_vec128i(a);
print_vec128i(b);

void test_vec_comp_key_data_skew()
{
int32_t key_a[] = { 5, 9, 19, 7};
int32_t data_a[] = { 205, 308, 104, 568 };
int32_t key_b[] = {6, 4, 15, 3};
int32_t data_b[] = {345, 419, 194, 914};

}

__m128i vka = _mm_load_si128((__m128i*)key_a);
__m128i vkb = _mm_load_si128((__m128i*)key_b);
aasort_vector_cmpswap_skew(vka,vkb);

Figure 18 A compare and swap function in C++
define void @_Z27test_vec_comp_key_data_skewv() #7 {
tail call void @llvm.dbg.declare(metadata !197, metadata !5527), !dbg !21143
tail call void @llvm.dbg.declare(metadata !197, metadata !5529), !dbg !21144
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21145, i64 0, metadata !5530), !dbg !21146
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21145, i64 0, metadata !5530), !dbg !21146
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21145, i64 0, metadata !21147), !dbg !21149
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21150, i64 0, metadata !5531), !dbg !21151
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21150, i64 0, metadata !5531), !dbg !21151
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21150, i64 0, metadata !21152), !dbg !21149
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> <i64 38654705669, i64 30064771091>), !dbg !21153
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21145, i64 0, metadata !21154), !dbg !21155
%1 = tail call <2 x i64> @llvm.x86.sse2.psll.dq(<2 x i64> <i64 38654705669, i64 30064771091>, i32 32), !dbg !21155
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %1}, i64 0, metadata !21156), !dbg !21155
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %1), !dbg !21157
%2 = bitcast <2 x i64> %1 to <4 x i32>
%3 = tail call <4 x i32> @llvm.x86.sse41.pminud(<4 x i32> <i32 6, i32 4, i32 15, i32 3>, <4 x i32> %2) #2
%4 = bitcast <4 x i32> %3 to <2 x i64>
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %4}, i64 0, metadata !21158), !dbg !21159
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %4), !dbg !21160
%5 = tail call <4 x i32> @llvm.x86.sse41.pmaxud(<4 x i32> <i32 6, i32 4, i32 15, i32 3>, <4 x i32> %2) #2
%6 = bitcast <4 x i32> %5 to <2 x i64>
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %6}, i64 0, metadata !5531), !dbg !21161
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %6}, i64 0, metadata !21152), !dbg !21149
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %6), !dbg !21162
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21145, i64 0, metadata !21163), !dbg !21164
%7 = tail call <2 x i64> @llvm.x86.sse2.psrl.dq(<2 x i64> <i64 38654705669, i64 30064771091>, i32 96), !dbg !21164
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %7}, i64 0, metadata !5530), !dbg !21164
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %7}, i64 0, metadata !21147), !dbg !21149
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %7), !dbg !21165
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %7}, i64 0, metadata !21166), !dbg !21167
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %4}, i64 0, metadata !21168), !dbg !21167
%8 = bitcast <2 x i64> %7 to <16 x i8>, !dbg !21167
%9 = bitcast <4 x i32> %3 to <16 x i8>, !dbg !21167
%10 = shufflevector <16 x i8> %9, <16 x i8> %8, <16 x i32> <i32 4, i32 5, i32 6, i32 7, i32 8, i32 9, i32 10, i32 11, i32 12, i32 13,
i32 14, i32 15, i32 16, i32 17, i32 18, i32 19>, !dbg !21167
%11 = bitcast <16 x i8> %10 to <2 x i64>, !dbg !21167
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %11}, i64 0, metadata !5530), !dbg !21167
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !{<2 x i64> %11}, i64 0, metadata !21147), !dbg !21149
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %11), !dbg !21169
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !20208, i64 0, metadata !21170), !dbg !21172
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21173, i64 0, metadata !21174), !dbg !21172
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tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !21173, i64 0, metadata !21175) #2, !dbg !21177
%12
=
tail
call
%"class.std::basic_ostream"*
@_ZSt16__ostream_insertIcSt11char_traitsIcEERSt13basic_ostreamIT_T0_ES6_PKS3_l(%"class.std::basic_ostream"* @_ZSt4cout, i8*
getelementptr inbounds ([8 x i8]* @.str93, i64 0, i64 0), i64 7), !dbg !21176
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !20208, i64 0, metadata !21170), !dbg !21172
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !20214, i64 0, metadata !21174), !dbg !21172
tail call void @llvm.dbg.value(metadata !20214, i64 0, metadata !21175) #2, !dbg !21177
%13
=
tail
call
%"class.std::basic_ostream"*
@_ZSt16__ostream_insertIcSt11char_traitsIcEERSt13basic_ostreamIT_T0_ES6_PKS3_l(%"class.std::basic_ostream"* @_ZSt4cout, i8*
getelementptr inbounds ([2 x i8]* @.str1, i64 0, i64 0), i64 1), !dbg !21176
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %11), !dbg !21178
tail call void @_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x(<2 x i64> %6), !dbg !21179
ret void, !dbg !21180
}

Figure 19 The same function in LLVM IR
_Z27test_vec_comp_key_data_skewv:
# @_Z27test_vec_comp_key_data_skewv
.cfi_startproc
.Lfunc_begin13:
.loc
1 520 0
# intel_test.cpp:520:0
# BB#0:
.loc
1 500 0 prologue_end # intel_test.cpp:500:0
subq
$56, %rsp
.Ltmp750:
.cfi_def_cfa_offset 64
vmovaps .LCPI13_0(%rip), %xmm0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
vmovdqa .LCPI13_0(%rip), %xmm0
.loc
1 501 0
# intel_test.cpp:501:0
vpslldq
$4, %xmm0, %xmm0
.Ltmp751:
#DEBUG_VALUE: x <- XMM0+0
.loc
1 502 0
# intel_test.cpp:502:0
vmovdqa %xmm0, 32(%rsp)
# 16-byte Spill
.Ltmp752:
#DEBUG_VALUE: x <- [%rsp+$32]+$0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
vmovdqa .LCPI13_1(%rip), %xmm0
vpminud 32(%rsp), %xmm0, %xmm0 # 16-byte Folded Reload
vmovdqa %xmm0, 16(%rsp)
# 16-byte Spill
.loc
1 504 0
# intel_test.cpp:504:0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
vmovdqa .LCPI13_1(%rip), %xmm0
vpmaxud 32(%rsp), %xmm0, %xmm0 # 16-byte Folded Reload
vmovdqa %xmm0, 32(%rsp)
# 16-byte Spill
.loc
1 506 0
# intel_test.cpp:506:0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
.loc
1 500 0
# intel_test.cpp:500:0
vmovdqa .LCPI13_0(%rip), %xmm0
.loc
1 507 0
# intel_test.cpp:507:0
vpsrldq $12, %xmm0, %xmm0
.Ltmp753:
#DEBUG_VALUE: aasort_vector_cmpswap_skew:a <- XMM0+0
#DEBUG_VALUE: test_vec_comp_key_data_skew:vka <- XMM0+0
#DEBUG_VALUE: __a <- XMM0+0
vmovdqa %xmm0, (%rsp)
# 16-byte Spill
.Ltmp754:
#DEBUG_VALUE: aasort_vector_cmpswap_skew:a <- [%rsp+$0]+$0
#DEBUG_VALUE: test_vec_comp_key_data_skew:vka <- [%rsp+$0]+$0
#DEBUG_VALUE: __a <- [%rsp+$0]+$0
.loc
1 508 0
# intel_test.cpp:508:0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
.loc
1 509 0
# intel_test.cpp:509:0
vmovdqa (%rsp), %xmm0
# 16-byte Reload
vpalignr $4, 16(%rsp), %xmm0, %xmm0 # 16-byte Folded Reload
# xmm0 = mem[4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15],xmm0[0,1,2,3]
vmovdqa %xmm0, 16(%rsp)
# 16-byte Spill
.loc
1 510 0
# intel_test.cpp:510:0
callq
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
.Ltmp755:
#DEBUG_VALUE: length:__s <- undef
#DEBUG_VALUE: operator<<<std::char_traits<char> >:__out <- undef
.loc
26 536 0
# /usr/lib/gcc/x86_64-linux-gnu/4.8/../../../../include/c++/4.8/ostream:536:0
movl
$_ZSt4cout, %edi
movl
$.L.str93, %esi
movl
$7, %edx
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callq
movl
movl
movl
callq

_ZSt16__ostream_insertIcSt11char_traitsIcEERSt13basic_ostreamIT_T0_ES6_PKS3_l
$_ZSt4cout, %edi
$.L.str1, %esi
$1, %edx
_ZSt16__ostream_insertIcSt11char_traitsIcEERSt13basic_ostreamIT_T0_ES6_PKS3_l

.loc
vmovaps
callq
.loc
vmovaps
addq
jmp

1 513 0
# intel_test.cpp:513:0
16(%rsp), %xmm0
# 16-byte Reload
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x
1 514 0
# intel_test.cpp:514:0
32(%rsp), %xmm0
# 16-byte Reload
$56, %rsp
_Z13print_vec128iDv2_x # TAILCALL

.size
_Z27test_vec_comp_key_data_skewv, .Ltmp758-_Z27test_vec_comp_key_data_skewv
.Lfunc_end13:
.cfi_endproc
.section
.align
.LCPI14_0:
.quad
.quad
.LCPI14_1:
.long
.long
.long
.long
.LCPI14_2:
.quad
.quad
.LCPI14_3:
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.byte
.text
.globl
.align

.rodata.cst16,"aM",@progbits,16
16
38654705669
30064771091
6
4
15
3

# 0x900000005
# 0x700000013
# 0x6
# 0x4
# 0xf
# 0x3

1322849927373
2439541424232
89
1
0
0
163
1
0
0
194
0
0
0
146
3
0
0

# 0x134000000cd
# 0x23800000068

# 0x59
# 0x1
# 0x0
# 0x0
# 0xa3
# 0x1
# 0x0
# 0x0
# 0xc2
# 0x0
# 0x0
# 0x0
# 0x92
# 0x3
# 0x0
# 0x0

_Z28test_vec_comp_key_data_skew2v
16, 0x90

Figure 20 The same function in Intel assembly
5.7.2 Jitting MergeSort

We used our custom JIT to emit code for a platform different from the one
where the IR was generated. We generated LLVM IR on a Xeon platform
(see Table 1) and jit compiled on the Core i5 platform (see Table 4). This
simulates the scenario where parts of a DBMS (e.g. PostgreSQL) are
vectorized in a generic manner and then compiled and specialized once
the target platform is known. An analysis of our IR used in the
experiment, showing information such as instruction types, is shown in
Appendix 3.
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The performance profile of the jitted code without compilation overhead
looks similar (hence not shown) to the one in Figure 16. However, when
the compilation overhead is considered, the profile looks different as
shown in Figure 21. Our bitonic merge sort which is significantly more
complex and have more code lines than quicksort requires an order of
magnitude more time to compile. Hence it it is rarely “faster” than
PostgreSQL’s quicksort. Further, compilation time varies from one run to
another as the jit compiler relies on the OS for a lot of services such as
allocating memory and resolving external symbols.

Figure 21. Performance of JIT with compilation overhead included.
It is obvious that JIT vectorization will only be beneficial if the overhead of
compilation can be amortized over the lifetime of the jitted code. In
other words, if we are jitting a whole query, part of a query or a single
operator, the generated code either needs to be long running and/or
frequently used for it to be viable.
We are looking into extending our JIT compiler in M13-M24 to
“automatically” produce code for different SIMD width and/or different
types of execution platforms. For example, compiling code written for an
on-CPU 128-bit SIMD, for a 512-bit XeonPhi coprocessor or even for a
GPU.
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Concluding, we have demonstrated the feasibility of coding a portable
vectorized algorithm for database systems without relying on auto
vectorizing compiler which was shown to underperform or fail with
complex code such as our merge sort.
5.8 Miscellaneous
We also implemented a variation of the SIMD merge sort algorithm
described in [13]. This algorithm uses combosort [14] for cache-sized
sorts and an odd-even merging network for merging. However, we found
it not to be practical as the combosort tends not to completely sort
inputs when the size of input increases. See the original description of
the algorithm for more details.
We extended PostgreSQL’s sorting node to support key value pairs
allowing for the integration of sorting algorithms that utilize key value
pairs such as our merge sort implementation.
5.9 Accelerating the Hash Operator
As shown previously, Hashing, often used in joins, is another important
operator in databases (see Figure 9). Most modern hash implementations
partition the input table off in such a way that each partition fits on the
cache reducing memory latency and bandwidth. This approach is based
on the radix-cluster algorithm developed by Manegold et al [9].
Radix-cluster hashing is performed by iterating over the tuples and
building a histogram with each ith entry storing the number of keys that
hash to the index i. Next, a prefixsum is performed on the histogram to
get the start address of the elements mapping to respective indices of
the histogram. Finally, the tuples are reordered by iterating over them
and scattering each tuple to its corresponding hash location. Joins are
also performed similarly by clustering, see [18] for more details.
5.9.1 Vectorizing Radix-cluster Hashing

There is inherently a lot of data parallelism in radix-cluster hashing. A
typical vectorized implementation of the algorithm would involve the
following steps [19], [20], [21]:
1.

Iterate over the input tuples processing K tuples
simultaneously,
followed
by
the
simultaneously
updating of K histogram bins.
This step requires
atomic vector update to make it efficient as
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handling bin collisions in software is expensive(see
[19] for details).
This step involves a SIMD prefix sum over the
histogram table as described previously.
In this step the tuples are scattered to their
corresponding hash locations as described earlier.
However, tuples are processed K tuples at-a-time.
This requires gathering scatter address from the
histogram bins and then scattering the tuples. For
this step to be efficient SIMD gather and scatter
instructions are required which are uncommon in
CPUs. Note that some processors manufacturers

have started/promised to support these features.
We are presently investigating ways to implement a more SIMD friendly
hash/hash join.

6. Machine Learning-Enhanced Scheduling
This activity is the first step in building a framework for query
performance prediction and scheduling as described in Section 5. It
leverages the work done in M1-M6 (see Section 5). The predictions from
this framework will be a fed back into the query scheduler with the
objective of improving performance. Since we are proposing the novel
approach of using performance counters for query performance
prediction and scheduling we needed to investigate the effectiveness of
employing performance counters.
We developed a tool, the Manchester Machine Learning Experimental
Tool (MMLXT) to enable us generate and train performance prediction
models. MMLXT is implemented using a combination of C/C++ and
Python and logically consists of the following modules:
(1) The database engine, based on PostgreSQL, that is responsible for
running the queries and managing databases.
(2) The data-gen engine is responsible for generating the training
datasets as well as validation data sets. It relies on the IPCM for
collecting raw data from the performance counters. It leverages the tools
developed in M1-M6 as described Section 5.
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(3) The analysis engine generates and evaluates prediction models. It
leverages the scikit-learn and R libraries.
(4) The front-end which is used to set-up and control the other
components of the tool. It allows us to automate the processing of
discovering the best prediction model.
Appendix 4 shows screenshots of MMLXT while number crunching.

Our training dataset consists of 12 sets of the full TPC-H query set (Q1 –
Q22) for a total of 264 queries. Each query is run against a TPC-H 10GB
database a couple of times and the average is taken. We ensured that
queries were run according to the TPC-H specification. While each query
was running, MMLXT collected the features shown in Table 3 as well as the
duration of each query (the output variable). Features were selected after
extensive experimentation and analysis. Hence they are the ones that
are more correlated to query duration.
We generated and tested various prediction models implemented with
various algorithms/techniques. The main criterion for selecting machine
learning techniques was computational complexity. We favoured
lightweight but inaccurate methods over accurate but computationally
intensive methods because prediction speed is critical even if it is not
very accurate. We employed domain knowledge and intuition to prune
the techniques to evaluate. We started off with very simple algorithms
(linear regression) and increasingly employed more complex ones. We
used n-fold cross-validation to evaluate our models. We observed the
following from our experiments:
(1) It is feasible to predict query latency using only performance
counters.
(2) Predictors using Lasso, SVR (Support Vector Regression) tend to offer
the best balance with computational overhead and prediction accuracy.
(3) Due to the diversity of behaviour 3 exhibited by queries, the prediction
error tend to be high when we attempt to generate a single model for all
22 queries of TPC-H, and lower when select only a subset of the 22
queries. This suggests that combining two or more techniques may result
in reduced prediction error. Note, that most studies often construct
We found out that values for features vary greatly from one class of query to another and sometimes vary
greatly between runs on the same class of query.
3
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models for only a subset of the TPC-H queries to reduce prediction error
[22][26].
Table 5 presents the top performing techniques for our predictor. The

predictor attempts to predict the query duration for TPC-H query classes
1-6. The Avg Error Rate is the average of the absolute difference of the
predictions and the actual observations.
Technique

Remark

Avg Error Rate (%)

Lasso

Lasso linear model with iterative 21
fitting along a regularization
path with the best model is
chosen via cross-validation.

Elastic Net

Elastic Net model with iterative 21
fitting along a regularization
path and the best model is
chosen via cross-validation.

LassoLarsBIC

Lasso model fit with Lars using 8
Bayes Information Criterion for
model selection

ARD Regression

Automatic
Relevance 10
Determination regression

SVM Regression

epsilon-Support
Vector 10
Regression with a poly kernel

Table 5. Techniques and relative errors
Now we have established that performance counters can be used to
reasonably predict latency of a single query. The next step will be to
extend our models to predict latency for concurrent running queries in
M12-M24.

7. Integrating JIT Vectorization into PostgreSQL
This section reports our investigation into how best to introduce
widespread (auto-)vectorization into the project DBMS, PostgreSQL. It
starts off with a gentle introduction to the two common storage models
and the implications of each on using CPU vector extensions. It ends with
our recommendations to the PostgreSQL community.
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7.1 Databases and SIMD
Database Management Software (DBMS) can be broadly classified into
two groups based on the storage model employed. Storage model refers
to the way data is logically stored in memory.
In one group are DBMS that store data as they appear in the table
schema (the description of a database). This type of storage model is
technically denoted as the n-ary storage model (NSM)[1]. However, it is
more often referred to as a row-store while a DBMS that uses this is
referred as a row-oriented database. For instance, a database storing
student records, based on the schema of Figure 22, will be stored as
shown in Figure 23.
The other storage model vertically fragments (decomposes) a table into
columns and stores data from each column together as shown in Figure
24. This is the decomposed storage model (DSM)-more popularly known
as column-store and databases employing this model are often referred
to as column-oriented.

Name

Age Dept

Score

Figure 22: Schema for students records database

OID

Name

Age

Dept.

Score

1001

Fish

18

CS

90

1002

Meat

19

EE

70

Figure 23. Table stored with NSM.

OID

Nam

OID

Age

OID

Dept. OID

Score

1001

Fish

1001

18

1001

CS

1001

90

1002

Meat

1002

19

1002

EE

1002

70

Figure 24. Table stored with DSM.
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Since most analytic queries involve only a few columns in a table, DSM is
better suited to exploit SIMD as data in columns are consecutive. Note
that often the OIDs are not stored but rather generated on the fly making
the DSM very SIMD friendly [2][3]. Another advantage of DSM is that it
utilises processor caches more efficiently especially as the strides to
access the next data tend to be smaller.
The advantages of DSM starts to disappear when a query requires many
columns of a single row, as often occurs in OLTP. An in-depth review of
the (dis)advantages of each model is presented in [1][4].
The database community was quick to recognize the benefits of SIMD [5].
However there were practical obstacles to the adoption of SIMD
instructions.
7.2 Exploiting SIMD in PostgreSQL
PostgreSQL is based on NSM. Further, query processing in PostgreSQL is
implemented using the Volcano iterator model [6] (a tuple-at-a-time
query execution). In this model every database operator, e.g. SELECT,
implements a common interface. Usually, open() which prepares the
operator to deliver first result tuple, next() which delivers the next result
tuple or returns an EOF if there is no tuple to return and close() which
destroys internal data structures used during processing. The topmost
operator drives execution by executing next() call which then
recursively propagates to the bottom operator with the result being
pulled towards the top-most operator. This is essentially an
interpretation, which has very high overheads associated.
It is obvious that this model has little or no data parallelism making it
unsuitable to SIMD execution. Note that you still have loops but they tend
not to be tight which makes their (auto)vectorizing difficult (and
unprofitable). The difficulties of practically exploiting parallelism in
databases that use the Volcano model has been investigated before [7].
The tuple-at-a-time processing also impede modern compiler features
such as software loop pipelining [24].
The main advantages of the Volcano model is ‘data reutilisation’ i.e. a
database operator can pass a tuple to the operator above it without
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copying (materializing) the data. Conversely, design query engines
without this property would generally increase the memory bandwidth
needed for query processing. This is the approach adopted by MonetDB
with its column at a time (note that not reusing the data may become a
“problem” in main-memory databases because of higher memory
needs).
Processing more than one tuple at-a-time, referred to as block or vector
processing, allows for the application vectorization and/or other
CPU-friendly optimizations such as software loop pipelining [2][7][8].
The combination of column and block processing presents opportunities
to exploit the parallelism that are now pervasive on modern computer
architectures. DBMS like Vectorwise [9] has shown the advantages of this
combination.
7.3 The way forward
We have spent a lot of time over the last 12 months investigating the
best approach to enabling widespread vectorization in PostgreSQL.
The insights we have gathered over these months are as follows:
1.
The main barrier to widespread (auto)vectorization is the
tuple-at-a-time processing model. Vectorization can not
happen without materialization.
2.
CPU cache sized block processing seem to offer a
reasonable compromise between the tuple-at-a-time
model and full materialization. Converting PostgreSQL to
a full block query engine, a complex engineering
endeavor, is well beyond the scope of Task 3.1.
3.
A column-store model is not necessarily a requirement for
vectorization. Tuples could be converted on the fly to the
most suitable form for processing a query (sub)plan. As
explained earlier, column-store is not efficient in all
scenarios.
4.
Ideally, a DBMS should be able to support both and switch
dynamically between the formats depending on the
scenario. Studies have shown that, albeit with toy
benchmarks, block-level on-the-fly conversion from DSM
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to NSM and vice versa might be viable and profitable
[10].

8 Machine Learning and Sorting
This section reports on phenomena we stumbled upon while performing
the work described earlier and our attempts at exploiting them to
improve performance.
8.1 No Best Sorting Algorithm
While investigating SIMD friendly algorithms, we noticed that there is no
one best sorting method for every situation. Factors such as size of
cache, the extent to which the input is presorted or the distribution of
values, among others, need to be considered when choosing a sorting
algorithm.
Selecting algorithms based on the presortedness of the input sequence
could drastically reduce sorting time. A presorted sequence (a
non-random sequence with some existing order) can be sorted in less
than the nlogn lower bound of sequential, comparison-based sorting
[23] with Adaptive algorithms [2] which exploit the existing
presortedness in an input. An example of an adaptive sorting algorithm is
the typical insertion sort. However, adaptive algorithms tend to be slower
than non-adaptive ones when sorting sequences with little or no
pre-existing order. Our idea is to quickly estimate the presortedness of an
input sequence, using machine learning, and then select an algorithm,
adaptive or nonadaptive based on the estimated level of presortedness.
We devised experiments to quantify the amount of presortedness that
are available in a typical database running a typical workload. The
experiments involved capturing every input going into the sort node of
PostgreSQL and comparing how far it is from being sorted. The workloads
used were TPC-H and TPC-C. Our experiments suggest that there are
sufficient occurrences of presorted relations going in for sorting.
To exploit presortedness in relations, a technique for quickly evaluating
presortedness and using this information to select an appropriate sorting
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algorithm is required. We have investigated a number of machine
learning techniques and found that property testing [12][13][14] appears
to be the most viable one for this purpose.
8.2 Property Testing
Property Testing are sub-linear time and randomized algorithms for
approximate decision making by determining whether an arbitrary data
set has some predetermined (global) property or is far from having this
property [15][16][17]. These algorithms approximate decision by
accessing a small portion of the data set.
We are investigating how to exploit property testing for choosing an
appropriate sorting algorithm. We have laid the ground for the practical
application of property testing by implementing and integrating a
dynamic sorting infrastructure into PostgreSQL. The infrastructure
presently uses heuristics and selects dynamically a sorting algorithm
based on the properties of the input data.

9. Conclusion and Future Work
We have demonstrated the potential of accelerating, in a portable
manner,
the individual operators of a DBMS using a mixture of
vectorization and dynamic compilation techniques. Sorting, an important
operator, was used as a concrete example. In the coming months, We will
attempt to use the experience garnered in M1-M12 to go beyond a
single operator and JIT vectorize the whole or a part of a query.
We have also demonstrated the potential of predicting query execution
time by simply reading performance counters. Doing away with the high
overhead and hacking prone method of instrumenting the DBMS. We will
investigate extending the present query prediction framework to handle
multiple concurrent queries.
We have investigated presortedness of input sequences going for sorting
and through experimentation shown that sorted and nearly sequences
occurs frequently. We have identified property testing as a means to
exploit presortedness for more efficient sorting.
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Our investigation into introducing widespread vectorization in PostgreSQL
lead to a number of recommendations. These recommendations, if
adopted, should lead to order of magnitude performance improvement
in PostgreSQL.
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APPENDIX
1. The fine grained profile of TPC-H 100 GB on PostgreSQL
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2. The fine grained profile of TPC-H 10 GB on MonetDB
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3. Analysis of the LLVM IR
Summary of mergesort_llvm.bc:
Total size: 18522592b/2315324.00B/578831W
Stream type: LLVM IR
# Toplevel Blocks: 1
Per-block Summary:
Block ID #0 (BLOCKINFO_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 1
Total Size: 640b/80.00B/20W
Percent of file: 0.0035%
Num SubBlocks: 0
Num Abbrevs: 0
Num Records: 0
Block ID #8 (MODULE_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 1
Total Size: 33209b/4151.12B/1037W
Percent of file: 0.1793%
Num SubBlocks: 122
Num Abbrevs: 1
Num Records: 350
Percent Abbrevs: 3.4286%
Record Histogram:
Count
181
165
1
1
1
1

# Bits %% Abv Record Kind
16065 6.63 GLOBALVAR
13449
FUNCTION
171
SECTIONNAME
1761
DATALAYOUT
243
TRIPLE
21
VERSION

Block ID #9 (PARAMATTR_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 1
Total Size: 1941b/242.62B/60W
Percent of file: 0.0105%
Num SubBlocks: 0
Num Abbrevs: 0
Num Records: 52
Percent Abbrevs: 0.0000%
Record Histogram:
Count # Bits %% Abv Record Kind
52
1872
ENTRY
Block ID #10 (PARAMATTR_GROUP_BLOCK_ID):
Num Instances: 1
Total Size: 25013b/3126.62B/781W
Percent of file: 0.1350%
Num SubBlocks: 0
Num Abbrevs: 0
Num Records: 35
Percent Abbrevs: 0.0000%
Record Histogram:
Count # Bits %% Abv Record Kind
35
24951
UnknownCode3
Block ID #11 (CONSTANTS_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 91
Total Size: 154965b/19370.62B/4842W
Percent of file: 0.8366%
Average Size: 1702.91/212.86B/53W
Tot/Avg SubBlocks: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Abbrevs: 4/4.395604e-02
Tot/Avg Records: 4652/5.112088e+01
Percent Abbrevs: 86.4359%
Record Histogram:
Count
3356
449
249
164

# Bits %% Abv Record Kind
80984 100.00 INTEGER
5837 100.00 SETTYPE
15000
DATA
14252
CE_INBOUNDS_GEP
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23314 100.00 CSTRING
1936
UNDEF
2027 100.00 CE_CAST
928
NULL
2684
FLOAT
606 33.33 AGGREGATE

Block ID #12 (FUNCTION_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 114
Total Size: 6595228b/824403.50B/206100W
Percent of file: 35.6064%
Average Size: 57852.88/7231.61B/1807W
Tot/Avg SubBlocks: 396/3.473684e+00
Tot/Avg Abbrevs: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Records: 84230/7.388596e+02
Percent Abbrevs: 9.1784%
Record Histogram:
Count
26548
23747
14667
4632
2262
1833
1707
1631
1514
1412
1406
990
379
288
276
232
166
130
114
111
72
58
29
22
3
1

# Bits %% Abv Record Kind
3695758
INST_CALL
1863734
DEBUG_LOC
322674
DEBUG_LOC_AGAIN
109599 99.94 INST_CAST
72342
INST_BR
80424
INST_INBOUNDS_GEP
74934
INST_STORE
73796
INST_CMP2
43207 99.60 INST_BINOP
24601 99.93 INST_LOAD
88610
INST_PHI
41694
INST_SHUFFLEVEC
35092
INST_INVOKE
8064
INST_EXTRACTVAL
15996
INST_ALLOCA
7306
INST_GEP
9628
UnknownCode40
5674
INST_VSELECT
2670
DECLAREBLOCKS
600 100.00 INST_RET
288 100.00 INST_UNREACHABLE
2146
INST_INSERTVAL
812
UnknownCode39
880
INST_EXTRACTELT
150
INST_INSERTELT
256
INST_SWITCH

Block ID #14 (VALUE_SYMTAB):
Num Instances: 102
Total Size: 608137b/76017.12B/19004W
Percent of file: 3.2832%
Average Size: 5962.13/745.27B/186W
Tot/Avg SubBlocks: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Abbrevs: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Records: 4518/4.429412e+01
Percent Abbrevs: 100.0000%
Record Histogram:
Count # Bits %% Abv Record Kind
3011 299080 100.00 ENTRY
1507 301829 100.00 BBENTRY
Block ID #15 (METADATA_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 111
Total Size: 10896996b/1362124.50B/340531W
Percent of file: 58.8308%
Average Size: 98171.14/12271.39B/3067W
Tot/Avg SubBlocks: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Abbrevs: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Records: 48359/4.356667e+02
Percent Abbrevs: 0.0000%
Record Histogram:
Count
40379
4373
3596
9
1

# Bits %% Abv Record Kind
8815863
METADATA_NODE
1914021
METADATA_STRING
157422
METADATA_FN_NODE
1383
METADATA_KIND
57
METADATA_NAMED_NODE
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147

METADATA_NAME

Block ID #16 (METADATA_ATTACHMENT_BLOCK):
Num Instances: 96
Total Size: 156384b/19548.00B/4887W
Percent of file: 0.8443%
Average Size: 1629.00/203.62B/50W
Tot/Avg SubBlocks: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Abbrevs: 0/0.000000e+00
Tot/Avg Records: 2919/3.040625e+01
Percent Abbrevs: 0.0000%
Record Histogram:
Count # Bits %% Abv Record Kind
2919 149535
METADATA_ATTACHMENT
Block ID #17 (TYPE_BLOCK_ID):
Num Instances: 1
Total Size: 50037b/6254.62B/1563W
Percent of file: 0.2701%
Num SubBlocks: 0
Num Abbrevs: 6
Num Records: 610
Percent Abbrevs: 80.4918%
Record Histogram:
Count
229
106
105
81
62
11
6
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

# Bits %% Abv Record Kind
2977 100.00 POINTER
37870 10.38 STRUCT_NAME
3171 100.00 STRUCT_NAMED
3708 100.00 FUNCTION
1326 100.00 ARRAY
320
VECTOR
150
INTEGER
87 100.00 STRUCT_ANON
16
METADATA
22
OPAQUE
16
LABEL
16
DOUBLE
16
FLOAT
16
VOID
28
NUMENTRY
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